Reflections Arts Awards
2020 -2021 Theme: “I Matter Because…”

Literature - Honorable Mention
Cecilia Lee
▸ slow drawls
▸

“As an artist, you are choosing to live a
life of self -improvement and self growth with recognition coming by luck,
creating fear of the day that luck
doesn't follow and you won't be seen.
And in a society where self -worth
comes from how much others see you,
it is unpreventable that the artist starts
questioning if they even matter.”

(excerpt from slow drawls, pg. 1)

Literature - Honorable Mention
Gina Bae
▸ shine.
▸

“This poem reflects the importance of
realizing that I, you, we matter. Despite
the various difficulties we may face, we
must stand strong and help others rise
for we shine so brightly even in the
darkest of nights..”

(excerpt from shine., pg. 1)

Literature - Award of Merit
Ariana Maria Perez
▸ The Curse of Success
▸

and Signs of Stress

“The work is an Introspection and Self
Examination of my own conscious
thoughts and feelings. The process and
theme "I matter because" allowed me
to do a psychological self -reflection and
self-discovery in contrast with an
external observation. The work is mixed
with free -verse and lyrical rhyme as
well as imagery and metaphors that
are alluded to. However, the message I
was really conveying was a plea for
help for all talented students dealing
with everyday stress and pressure for
doing well.”

Literature - Award of Excellence
Priya Pandit
▸ The "Ideal" Puppet
▸

“This poem was trying to show that in
this world, there are many different
perspectives of an "ideal" person and
many people act like puppets and try to
follow someone else's definition. When
really, the correct definition of an "ideal"
person is up to you to decide. When you
start listening and doing things just
because other people are doing it you
will never find out your true potential,
and more importantly, you won't find
out why you truly matter.”

Photography - Award of Merit
Ariana Maria Perez
▸ Pictorial Effect - A study
▸

in a subject matter

“The photo is myself in as the subject
matter, to emphasize the theme "I
Matter Because" but I wanted play on
the pun of "development of matter". I
achieved this by simulating of the
development of the photo coming into
focus on the subject matter. I learned
this is an actual technique used in
photography call Pictorialism. A collage
of 9 identical photos are used with the
effects of blur with 60% to less blur in
each photo until the blur is a 0%. I used
greyscale for the tone of the photo to
emphasize the shadows and
development.”

Photography - Award of Excellence
Alexis Rylaarsdam
▸ Lost Online
▸

“In today's technology -ridden world, it
has become increasingly difficult for
young people to find their selves.
People measure their success in the
number of likes or followers they have
when in the scheme of things it is
insignificant. Today's youth, including
me, need to be reminded that they DO
matter even if the strangers online
suggest otherwise.”

Film Production - Award of Excellence
Ariana Maria Perez
▸ I Matter Because Life
▸

is Worth Living

“The theme inspired me to produce a
film as an Artists Advocate for a cause
with a real problem. I wanted to
document the aspect of teen suicide,
the reality and prevention of it. The
targeted audience are students, and
teachers. That it is okay to talk about
emotions and feelings of suicide and
that " Life is worth living". I selected
computer animation and used animals
to be non -confrontational as I discussed
the problem and prevention. I wanted
the tone to be soothing and healing to
convey how you feel and to seek help.”

Visual Arts - Award of Excellence
Isaiah Pro
▸ I am Me
▸

“A few years ago my friend told me
they were non binary. Lately they've
become more confident in themself but
they still don't have the confidence to
come out to their parents. I made this
piece to help show them how perfect
they are and they matter in every
aspect. Everywhere they go they bloom
with happiness and positivity or
something. They helped me see my
strengths and love my imperfections.
With this I hope to show them that they
are perfect and that I support them no
matter what they identify as.”

“

Congratulations to all the
Participants!
Thanks for working hard! Keep up the good work
and passion for art.

